Credits and Incentives Pinpointer: Statutory and Discretionary

Credits and Incentives Pinpointer: Statutory and Discretionary not only helps you identify the universe of credits available for a certain location, but also supports your next phase of research with the up-to-date details you need. No other tool brings together location-based searching as well as the ability to search credits by jurisdiction, credit type, or industry type.

- Find everything in one place: you’ll no longer have to go to multiple places to understand the landscape of credits and incentives available to your business or clients
- Easily access more details as needed with links to authoritative editorial explanations, specific links to the relevant statutes, and agency websites
- Stay up to date with the latest changes through a news alerting service on Checkpoint

Save time by quickly reviewing credit details at a glance

Filter your search results to efficiently show just the credit type, tax type, and industry type required.

Essential information is displayed in an easy-to-read format.

Includes links to detailed explanations, as well as authority and external agency websites for further research.
With Credits and Incentives Pinpointer: Statutory and Discretionary, you can choose from two different search methods:

> Search by Jurisdiction

Dynamic search functionality not only helps you perform broad searches by industry or credit type, but also enables you to perform focused searches at the state or federal level.

Advantages:
- Identify federal and state credits that offer maximum tax savings
- Compare credits across multiple jurisdictions — help make informed decisions for business expansion or relocation
- Perform regular ‘look-back’ reviews — easily keep tabs on your current credits to see if any provisions have changed

> Search by Address

Exact location matters when it comes to identifying zone-based tax credits and incentives. The side of the street on which an address is located can impact the incentives available to you or your clients.

Advantages:
- Save time by quickly looking up available zone-based as well as federal and state credits for a specific address
- Review eligibility and compliance requirements including links to detailed explanations and agency websites
- Maximize credits and incentives by identifying tax-saving opportunities for multiple business locations, making sure no credit has been missed

Search by address provides all details at a glance

“Credits and Incentives certainly is a door-opener. I don’t think people realize the amount of state and local tax savings that can be identified as a result of a big Credits and Incentives project by an accounting firm.”

– Dean Uminski, Principal at Crowe Horwath LLC

Visit tax.thomsonreuters.com/pinpointer